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Reading the Book in this article inspires people to make new dreams and aspirations based on 
the level achieved, to make their dreams come true. Today in our country, special attention is 
paid to the formation of a culture of reading, which plays an invaluable role in raising the 
spiritual and intellectual potential, consciousness and worldview of the younger generation, 
educating a harmoniously developed person living with love and devotion to the motherland 
and people. 
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The book is the real propagandist of human spirituality. From the first years of our 
independence, our country has been paying great attention to literature and books. Decree of 
the President Sh.M.Mirziyoev dated January 12, 2017 and September 13, 2017 "On a 
comprehensive program of measures to develop the system of publishing and distribution of 
book products, increase and promote the culture of reading and reading". The decision raised 
the work on increasing the role of books and reading culture in the spiritual life of society to a 
new level. He raised the attitude to literature and reading in all spheres of our country, in all 
spheres of education. 
In pursuance of this Resolution, the work on improving the system of publishing and 
distribution of books, placing the best examples of Uzbek and world literature on the Internet 
and their promotion and dissemination to a wide readership has been effectively organized. 
Centers (libraries) are being strengthened. The funds of libraries operating in information-
library centers and educational institutions have beenenriched with educational-methodical, 
literary-artistic, educational, scientific-popular and encyclopedic books based on the Latin 
alphabet, and this work continues. 
On June 7, 2019, the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev signed a 
decree "On further improving the provision of information and library services to the 
population of the Republic of Uzbekistan." In the current context of socio-economic reform 
in the country, the goals and objectives of the development of information and library 
activities should be consistent with the changes taking place in the country and international 
practice. In this regard, the creation of a qualitatively new system of information and library 
services to the population ensuring the constitutional rights of citizens to free access to 
information, including national values and world culture, practical and fundamental 
knowledge the national, the preservation and enrichment of cultural heritage, the 
improvement of the organization of information and library institutions through the 
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At present, all information and library centers in the country have all the necessary conditions 
for users, which have become a center of spiritual and educational education. In addition to 
holding regular book fairs, meetings with celebrities, art evenings, computer literacy courses, 
spirituality classes, foreign language clubs and other clubs are organized in libraries. 
A single database of all types of information and library resources in the National Library of 
Uzbekistan and all regional information and library centers of the country is being formedand 
opportunities are being created to use it from other information and library centers. 
Readers are being set up in our country to ensure that readers can use them 24 hours a day, all 
year round. 
An electronic library is a systematized collection of gross (local) or distributed electronic 
resources. The main purpose of the creation of electronic libraries: 
Improving the quality of services by creating conditions for readers to get acquainted with the 
content of printed materials, improving the quality of information services, creating 
opportunities for the provision of information services of any type and subject, access to all 
types of multimedia information, images and text create, access to items in different 
collections and funds, publications of different levels, unlimited information on nationality 
and affiliation to the institution, further expand the range of potential suppliers and recipients 
of information. 
Increase access to information for physically or socially disadvantaged users, expand access 
to information anywhere (home, office), apply for information and remove restrictions on 
access to it. 
In addition, the existing information and library centers have created their own websites on 
social networks. For example, the Ferlibrary.uz website of the Fergana Regional Information 
and Library Center named after Ahmad Al Fergani provides information about the library and 
all the services provided. It offers not only traditional services, but also interactive services 
such as the "Ask the Librarian" reference service, virtual receptions, fulltext electronic 
resources, ordering and receiving items. 
The second half of the twentieth century, as a period of rapid, large-scale development of 
information systems and telecommunications technologies, their penetration into almost all 
spheres of life and human activity, as well as globalization of the information space, a factor 
influencing and affecting global development was recognized. Significantly, there is a 
growing need for people to actively exchange information inside and outside the country. 
Books are also a means of protecting young people from unnecessary information that affects 
their minds and souls. 
The role of books in the upbringing of harmoniously developed generation in our country, in 
the spirit of comprehensive national and universal values is invaluable. A person who reads a 
book understands the world more deeply than others, does not pay attention to transient 
pleasures, and puts man and his feelings above everything else. 
Unfortunately, today, due to the lack of analytical thinking at some age, the lack of deep 
understanding of life events, not only useful information enters the minds of young people, 
but also harmful ones. The level of usefulness of information is determined by the degree of 
impact on the perceiving subject can produce. If the negative message is interesting to the 
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consumer's spiritual world, that is, the narrow range of thinking, the inability to think deeply, 
creates satisfaction with the information and considers the information useful. As a result, 
their brains become stressed in the process of analyzing and summarizing large amounts of 
information, and their ability to work is reduced. If the ability to analyze is high, the book is 
formed in the process of reading and analyzing it. As a result, they do not find their way to 
life lightly. 
In order to protect young people from such harmful information in our country, to create an 
environment of reading among them, to form a culture of reading, to increase the intellectual 
knowledge and skills of young people, to introduce them to the magical world of literature. In 
accordance with the Resolution of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan dated May 12, 
2018 "On the organization of reading competitions among young people in order to widely 
study and promote the creative heritage of great scientists, writers and thinkers" In the 
framework of the implementation of the resolution, the competition "Young Reader" is 
organized among the youth of the republic, upbringing in the spirit of respect for national and 
universal values, the book between them to promote the culture of decimal. 
Faith is formed in one who reads the best books constantly, consistently, systematically. 
When faith is generalized, it firmly and sincerely believes that there is a will to perfection in 
everything that has happened in the past, is present, and will happen in the future. Everyone 
who has this confidence and conviction becomes a participant in the process of perfection and 
perfection. A person who is able to observe and feel beauty and goodness, who has a sense of 
norm, strives for beauty in life, feels the need for it, and acts in accordance with the norm. 
Reading a book inspires a person to make his dreams come true, to new dreams and 
aspirations based on the level achieved. 
Along with the library and information services, the family, the community, the education 
system, the labor community, the government, political parties, public organizations, the 
media and other civil society institutions are important factors in shaping the culture of 
reading. 
Enrichment of information and library institutions in educational institutions with socio-
political, artistic literature, promotion of reading among students, encouragement, kindness 
and love for such high human qualities as patriotism, kindness, humanity in their hearts On 
the organization of "Readers' Holiday" in the system of public education of the Ministry of 
Public Education in order to awaken, to form a healthy immunity to spiritual threats, to 
support independent thinking, creativity According to the order No.35 of the year, in 
February, March, April, May of each year, cultural and educational events "Days of 
Literature", "My book is my sun", "Book presentation". Competitions "The best reader" and 
"Reader school", charity marathon "School-library-family-public organizations", actions 
"Three books for one child" among parents will take place. 
In addition, there are many online competitions. 
Competitions among librarians and propagandists such as "The most reading school", "The 
most reading neighborhood", "The most reading family", "The most active librarian" are held 
at a high level at the district, city and national levels. Such contests cover readers between the 
ages of 7 and 70 years. In particular, the essay contest "My grandfather says" and the contest 
"My grandfather, grandmother and I", "The most reading family" today lead to the formation 
of family reading. Because from time immemorial, our ancestors valued invaluable books, 
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which have been passed down from generation to generation as a spiritual treasure. Thanks to 
the appreciation of the book, today parents are once again convinced that the role of family 
reading in the upbringing of children is great, awakening the "drowsy" hearts of people. 
Look at this, in South Korea, Saturdays and Sundays are considered library days for parents. 
That is, every parent with a child sits in the library with their children from the age of 2 is a 
sign of high spirituality. 
Indeed, in the bitter days of winter and the hot moonlit nights of summer, the family gathers 
together, spends the nights of reading, ghazals, poetry, and lives in the magical world of fairy 
tales. matures into a perfect human being. 
If we accustom our children to read books from an early age, they will have a wide range of 
ideas, fluent speech and a deep mind. In the words of the President, a child who reads one 
book manages ten children who watch TV. In the future, he will be able to choose the right 
path in life. 
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